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Puppy Biting 

 
 
Your wonderful new puppy is home and excited to meet all your family and friends. 
As you get to know him/her, you discover those sharp little teeth are capable of putting holes in clothing and in skin 
as you engage in play sessions with your new charge.  
Suddenly, you are worried about letting children and family near your new addition. 
 

Why, Oh Why? 
Puppies explore the world is with their mouths. Everything that goes into those little mouths, including their siblings 
and your fingers, are new discoveries!  
Puppies bite each other in play and learn the strength of their bite. If one puppy bites another too hard, that puppy 
probably will cry out and lie still. If that happens enough times, the puppy doing the biting learns to apply less 
pressure.  
Unfortunately, those baby teeth are like little needles. While interaction with their littermates helps, puppies do not get 
that type of feedback from humans.  
 

How Do You Stop the Nipping?  
When puppies are biting us in play, they are trying to get a playful reaction from us. Speaking loudly and waving your 
hands to stay out of their reach looks like play and encourages them to go after those flying hands. They don't 
understand our words and think those wonderful moving targets are for chasing.  
You need to teach your puppy what appropriate play looks and feels like. Initially, that means teaching them that their 
playmate goes away when they bite. 
Making a loud, sudden noise to demonstrate pain is what puppies are used to from their siblings. The first thing you 
can try is emulating that behavior by making a sharp yelp. Many puppies will stop and step back when they hear that 
kind of sound. They may come right back at you, but they did understand what you meant. 
Some puppies won’t react as expected. They may get excited by a loud noise and will respond by biting harder. If you 
do not get that momentary hesitation or your pup is encouraged by the sound, stop playing and remove your hands 
from the puppy's reach.  
When your pup is calm, you can slowly offer one hand. If your puppy licks or sniffs your hand, reward the puppy with 
praise, treats or attention then continue your play. 
If your puppy starts to bite again, you will have to move your entire body away from your puppy and wait for your 
puppy to calm down again. Again, if your puppy licks or sniffs your hand, reward the puppy with praise, treats or 
attention. 
Always end these training sessions with praise. 
It will take repetition and consistency from everyone in the home before the puppy realizes that biting is not tolerated. 
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Puppies and Children 
Young children are a constant source of exciting noises and movement and your puppy will want to join in. As they 
run, hands may be safely out of reach but pant legs and ankles may appear to be fair game. 
If your puppy is determined to nip at ankles, this is a great opportunity for a little leash training. Put a collar and light 
leash on your puppy and let it rejoin the game. If nipping occurs again, tether the leash to a doorknob and make sure 
everyone is out of reach. Movements away from the puppy must be immediate and smooth. When the puppy is again 
calm, offer your hand for a sniff or lick. Reward any non-biting attention with praise, treats and companionship.  
While training a puppy in any new behavior, work with the other members of the household to ensure consistency 
and prevent the reinforcement of bad behavior. Always end any training session, no matter how small, with praise. 
 

Puppy Wrestling 
Just as puppies experience their world with their mouths, humans experience it with their hands. It is one of the 
primary ways in which we engage in play and demonstrate affection.  
While it is difficult not to wrestle with your puppy, it may respond by going after your hands with it’s mouth. The best 
way to avoid this is to wrestle using a toy. As long as her attention is on the toy, you can continue to play. If your 
puppy’s attention changes to your hand, stop playing and remove your hands from reach until the puppy calms. 
 

The Puppy Won’t Stop! 
The good news is that biting and nipping is usually a development phase that your puppy will outgrow by about 8 
months of age when the adult teeth have grown in.  
Learning how to train your puppy during this time will still reduce the amount of biting and is an excellent exercise for 
the entire family! 
 


